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'CONVERT OR DIE,' CHRISTIANS TOLD
August 23, 2007 WorldNetDaily.com reported: “Christian residents of several neighborhoods in northern Pakistan have been sent letters
"inviting" them to abandon Christianity and join Islam – or be killed, according to a new report from Voice of the Martyrs, the ministry to
persecuted Christians around the world.
"There have been numerous threats sent to Peshawar's Kohati area," sources for VOM reported this week. "The letters say if we don't
become Muslim we will be killed."
The unsigned threats began several weeks ago, when residents of Peshawar, the capital of the North-West Frontier Province, reported
receiving the letters threatening suicide bombings if they did not convert.
The letters went to Christian residents of the Tailgodom, Sandagodom and Goalgodom neighborhoods, according to a report from Assist
News Service.
"These letters sent a wave of fear and uncertainty among the Christian residents of these … areas," Kamran George, a Peshawar
government member, told the news service. Each of the districts houses an estimated 2,000 Christians.
"Through this open letter you are openly invited to convert to Islam and quit Christianity, the religion of infidels," the letter said. Readers
could "ensure your place in heaven" by adopting Islam.
"We will wipe out your slum on next Friday, August, 10th, 2007. And you, yourself would be responsible for the destruction of your men
and material. Get ready! This is not a mere threat, our suicide bombers are ready to wipe out your name and signs from the face of earth.
Consider it be the Knock of Death," it said.
Although that deadline has passed, Christians still fear the threat, a government official told Assist.”...”
WHO WARNS OF GLOBAL EPIDEMIC RISK
August 23, 2007 The BBC News reported: “Infectious diseases are spreading faster than ever before, the World Health Organization
annual report says. With about 2.1 billion airline passengers flying each year, there is a high risk of another major epidemic
such as Aids, Sars or Ebola fever.
The WHO urges increased efforts to combat disease outbreaks, and sharing of virus data to help develop vaccines. Without
this, it says, there could be devastating impacts on the global economy and international security. In the report, A Safer
Future, the WHO says new diseases are emerging at the "historically unprecedented" rate of one per year.
Since the 1970s, 39 new diseases have developed, and in the last five years alone, the WHO has identified more than 1,100
epidemics including cholera, polio and bird flu.
"It would be extremely naive and complacent to assume that there will not be another disease like Aids, another Ebola, or
another Sars, sooner or later," the report says.”...”
RUSSIAN STEPS UP MILITARY EXPANSION
August 22, 2007 The Guardian.co.uk reported: “Vladimir Putin announced ambitious plans to revive Russia's military power and restore
its role as the world's leading producer of military aircraft yesterday. Speaking at the opening of the largest airshow in Russia's postSoviet history, the president said he was determined to make aircraft manufacture a national priority after decades of lagging behind the
west.
The remarks follow his decision last week to resume long-range missions by strategic bomber aircraft capable of hitting the US with
nuclear weapons. Patrols over the Atlantic, Pacific and Arctic began last week for the first time since 1992.
Presidential aides hinted yesterday that Russia could shortly resume the production of Tu-160 and Tu-95 strategic nuclear bombers, now
that the aircraft are again flying "combat missions". The bombers would be used as a "means of strategic deterrence", a presidential aide,
Alexander Burutin, told Interfax.
Mr Putin said Russia would also resume the large-scale manufacture of civilian planes. "Russia has a very important goal which is to
retain leadership in the production of military equipment," he said.
The new emphasis on Russia's revived military prowess comes against a backdrop of deteriorating relations with the west. Mr Putin has
denounced the US's missile defence plans in Europe, scrapped an agreement with Nato on conventional armed forces, and grabbed a large,
if symbolic, chunk of the Arctic.
Yesterday a senior Russian general warned the Czech Republic it would be making a "big mistake" if it permitted the US to use its
territory. Yuri Baluyevsky, Russia's military chief of staff, said Prague should hold off any final decision on the shield until after next
year's US presidential elections.

"I do not exclude that a new administration in the United States will re-evaluate the current administration's decisions on missile defence,"
he said, after a meeting in Moscow with the Czech defence minister, Martin Bartak.
Speaking at yesterday's MAKS-2007 international airshow, Mr Putin said: "Russia, as a state that has acquired new economic capabilities,
will continue to attach special importance to high technology and development."
Analysts, however, took issue with Mr Putin's claim that Russia was already the leading producer of military aircraft. However, they
acknowledged that Russia had developed some impressive "technologies".”...”
TV AIRING FOR ISLAM'S STORY OF CHRIST
August 20, 2007 The Guardian.co.uk reported: “There was no manger, Christ is not the Messiah, and the crucifixion never happened. A
forthcoming ITV documentary will portray Jesus as Muslims see him.
With the Koran as a main source and drawing on interviews with scholars and historians, the Muslim Jesus explores how Islam honours
Christ as a prophet but not as the son of God. According to the Koran the crucifixion was a divine illusion. Instead of dying on the cross,
Jesus was rescued by angels and raised to heaven.
The one-hour special, commissioned and narrated by Melvyn Bragg, is thought to be the first time the subject has been dealt with on
British television. Lord Bragg said: "I was fascinated by the idea ... Jesus was such a prominent figure in Islam but most people don't
know that."
He denies the programme will divide communities. Raised as an Anglican, he describes the documentary as thoughtful and well
researched. "I hope it will provoke among Muslims the feeling they are included in television."
The director and producer, Irshad Ashraf, said the film was an attempt to shift the focus away from extremism to the spiritual side of
Islam. "Jesus is loved and respected by Muslims and he's one of the most important prophets in our religion." Representatives from
mainstream Anglican and Catholic organisations were invited to take part in the film, to be broadcast on Sunday, but nobody was
available”...”
AHMADINEJAD: ISRAEL IS ‘FLAG OF SATAN,' MAY FACE DISINTEGRATION
August 18, 2007 Ha’aretz reported: “Iranian President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad, in a new verbal assault on
Israel, denounced it on Saturday as the "flag of Satan" and said it may be facing disintegration, official media
reported. Ahmadinejad, who triggered outrage in the West two years ago when he said Israel should be "wiped
off the map", has often referred to its destruction but says Iran is not a threat.
Two months ago, he said the Lebanese and the Palestinians had pressed a "countdown button" to bring an end to
the state of Israel. On Saturday, the official IRNA news agency quoted Ahmadinejad as saying of Israel in a
speech: "When the philosophy of the establishment and the continuation of this regime is not just, it is not
unlikely that it is on the path of decline and disintegration."
Accusing Israel of "occupation and aggression", he added: "This regime is the flag of Satan". It was not clear
whether his choice of words was an indirect reference to Israel's close ally the United States, which Iran's clerical
leaders have branded "the Great Satan."...”
IRAN DEVELOPS 900 KG ‘SMART BOMB’
August 23, 2007 YnetNews.com reported: “Iran has developed a 2,000-pound (900 kg) “smart bomb”, official media quoted a Defense
Ministry statement as saying on Wednesday, in the latest announcement from Tehran about progress regarding military hardware.
The guided bomb, named Qased (Messenger), was developed by specialists within the ministry and is now operational, IRNA news
agency said, adding it could be dropped from F-4 and F-5 jets.
Iran still uses planes, such as the F-5, supplied by the United States to the government of the former shah of Iran, who was a close US ally.
Mohammad Reza Shah was ousted in the 1979 Islamic revolution, after which Washington cut ties with Tehran.
The two countries are embroiled in a deepening standoff over Iran’s nuclear program, which the West suspects is aimed at making atom
bombs, a charge Iran denies.
Iran often says it has built new arms or upgraded weapons but rarely gives enough details for analysts to determine their capabilities.
Although much of Iran’s weaponry is outmoded, analysts say Iran has become proficient at modifying such arms. Defense Minister
Mostafa Mohammad Najjar said last year Iran had designed the Qased bomb but that it had yet to be tested. He said only a limited number
of countries possessed the technology of “smart and guided weaponry”.
The United States says it would prefer a diplomatic solution to the nuclear row, but has not ruled out military action. Iran has threatened to
hit back at US regional interests if attacked.”
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